
Tourist circuits
    Semenic - Caras Gorges National Park Administration

Name Peștera Comarnic (Comarnic Cave)
Route

Lenght / duration 
Time of Year 
Sights

Importance 
Included 
services

Excluded services
Booking

Guide service        
fee
Guide service fee 
payment

Intrarea Comarnic, Sala Mica cu Blocuri, Sala Mare cu Blocuri, Muzeul Orga   
Mare, Zidurile Chinezești, Tezaurul, Sala Domului (Comarnic Entrance, Small 
Room with Blocks, Large Room with Blocks, Great Organ Museum, Chinese  

Walls, Treasure, Dome Hall) with return on the same route.

1,1 km; 2 h

May - october
It has a length of 6 km, of which 1.1 km is visitable on the 
inactive gallery, which includes numerous galleries and large 
halls with most types of calcite formations.It is structured on 
three levels. The inactive level is between the Ponicova entrance 
and the Comarnic entrance, with the largest dimensions of 
galleries and halls. Parallel and lower than the inactive level is 
the temporarily active level, crossed by the Ponicova stream on 
a forming gallery, with fewer formations. The active level is the 
lowest level and is mostly inaccessible to humans. The valley 
stream of Ponicova permanently flows through it and resurfaces 
through the spring located at Comarnic.Stalactites, stalagmites, 
columns, domes, stalagmitic floors, holes, and other karst 
formations with bizarre shapes have formed along the entire 
route. Limestones alternating with flint plates give a unique 
aspect to the underground environment, specific to the cave.
Natural Reserve, National Park.
Presentation of information about the visiting program or other 
activities that can be carried out during the meeting with tourists; 
Accompanying/guiding/orienting tourists in the visiting program and 
providing detailed presentations of the area, the objectives to be 
visited, providing detailed information (geographic, flora, fauna, 
historical, socio-human, ethnographic, architectural, gastronomic, 
conservation, etc.);
Ensuring the safe return of tourists;
Being available to tourists in case of medical emergencies or other 
types of emergencies and providing assistance within the limits of 
competence;
Finding solutions for any problems or unforeseen situations that may 
arise. 
Transportation,meal,accommodation,water,specific equipment.
Minimum 3 days before at the following address: 
apnscc@gmail.com ;phone number: +40763276349 (Ifca Nicolae)

20 RON/adult and 10 RON/child, pupil, student.

Cash at the guide during visit day.
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